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Abstract
Web mining allows you to check for patterns in data through content mining, structure mining, and usage mining.
mining
Two dynamic areas of today’s research are data mining and the WWW. A combination of the two areas sometimes
referred to as Web mining. Association rule mining is a very important data mining model studied extensively by the
database and data mining community.
nity. Frequent set mining was motivated by the problem of analyzing transaction
data in any Organization like Educational Institute. The purpose of find out frequent patterns in Web log data is to
find information about the navigational actions or performa
performance
nce of the users. Web Server record a log entry for every
hit of access data which is done by any user. A vast number of requests are registered in a web log file. Here, in
paper we concentrate to find out the problems in existing past techniques. The chan
chance
ce of improving the quality of
log file by reducing the size of the web
web-log
log files is increases and we received some simple and quality sample log
file.
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Introduction

Literature Review

Data generated by members of an Or
Organization is
valuable source of knowledge about several aspects
of their network activity. Data mining tools can bring
many new potential for the analysis of web access log
files and also the activity of the user’s hits. Every
time a page in your web site is requested, your web
server stores a line on the access log. The access log
is basically a relation with a few columns that record
what regard as important information is. This data
can then be mined for different purposes. Pre
Preprocessing comprise important
tant components like
integration, data cleaning, user identification and
session identification to change the raw log data into
a format that will be easier and efficient in mining.
The main difficulty which arises is that whenever we
analyze any web-log file
ile it requires more time and
space to scan the database or all access details which
is available in web-log
log file. So, we need a technique
which scans the whole log file database as fast as
possible. Mining of data streams should be an
incremental process with the high update rate, which
means new repetitions of mining results are built
based on old mining results. So the results will not
have to be recalculated each time whenever user’s
request is received. These problems are analyzed and
discovered in a new Pre-processing
processing technique.

Web log files include large number of records which
is usually different and huge. For pattern discovery
we have to assemble the records of different web-log
web
files. Without using content mining, structure mining,
mini
and usage mining one cannot expect to find the
meaningful patterns. To analyze usage data without
pre-processing
processing makes the web-log
web
files more
complex and meaningless .So we are using some
preprocessing methodology. The results which we
received after applying
pplying methodology, shows that the
size of the web-log
log files reduces and also the log files
have more useful records in comparison to the initial
log file.
So, in this section we have discussed some previous
work which is related on pre-processing
processing techniques
techniq
and web-log
log files. Some works like user
authentication and identification, pattern discovery &
analysis and also path completion and some
researcher works on the number of hits of some
websites. But here we worked on preprocessing the
web log files which
ch is used for mining process. This
paper concentrates only on log content collections,
Analysis
pattern,
cleaning,
merging,
user
identification and session identification process to
improve the quality of web log file.

Selecting Proper Schema for Design
This research paper include methodology which is
used to reduce the size of web-log
log files to increase
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the quality of log files with the help of data cleaning
and merging the number of web-log files and also
access the contents of user identification contents to
check the records which is accessed by different and
unique users.
Proposed Methodology
We know that web data mining architecture have
following steps:
• Integration and merging of sample web log files.
• Pre-processing technique executed in which data
cleaning, user identification and session identification
occurs.
• After that pattern discovery.
• Then Pattern Analysis.
• And at last analysis reports.
So, this step is the proposed methodology which we
used to make our web-log files more useful and
small.
Web Log File
Proxy Server Log file is collected from Proxy server
and www.anandeducation.org web site log file are
composed and analyzed in this work. The data of the
month Feb 2012 to June 2012 log file are merged to
find source log file. This web site focuses on
engineering education and also provided useful
information about education. This Log File is the
input for the pre-processing point. Almost 2212
visitors visited this web site during these months. The
size of the log file increases day by day. The log file
which we use in this research paper contains 129
days web log data. The total number of records found
is 1,148,872 from this log file. The results of the
analysis of these log files are mentioned in table.

Data cleaning
In this paper we used data cleaning technique to
remove the useless or unwanted records those are not
as useful as other data like user identification, user
session, number of hits, number of visits, etc. So we
propose a comparative algorithm for data cleaning
which is very useful and also which reduces the size
of web log file and improve the quality of contents in
the log file.
Algorithm
Step 1: Begin
Step 2: Repeat to read multiple Log files from Proxy
server web-logs
Step 3: Merge all Log files in to single sample weblog file
Step 4: Start data cleaning ( If such type of extension
like <jpeg, mpeg, js, gif, css> , < different error like
http 404, refuse connection from proxy server> found
then remove from single sample web-log records.
Step 5: Analyze the result log file from previous log
file.
Step 6: Repeat step 4 and 5 until end of sample log
file.
Step 7: End

Test
We have analyzed the visits history according to
number of single site with different users and date.

Fig-1
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We have used the below proxy server sample log file for analyzing the result web-log file:

Fig-2

Fig-3
In fig-3 we find the hit ratio and data transfer rate of different types of web-log data according to date.
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Conclusion
By using the resultant log file we have seen that the
server have a best web-log data for making a good
database for web-log mining. We summarized the
web log data with introducing algorithm and found
better results and also for improving the quality of the
web-log file
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